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EC E R129 Amendments N°1 & 2
I-Size principles

- I-Size seating position:
  - Compatible with R1, R2, F2X, F4
  - Children from 40 cm to 135 cm

- I-Size ECRS:
  - Integral rearward facing: from 40 cm or less
  - Integral forward facing: from 76 cm & >15 months
  - Non-integral forward facing: from 100 cm & <135 cm (with backrest)

- Non-integral forward facing without backrest stay in ECE R44
REG 129 type approval principles

- Size range defined by CRS manufacturer
- One Type approval for all size range
- One type approval for convertible or modular ECRS
- Only one type approval marking allowed on only one component
- Multi modules ECRS must have common identification marking (Module Marking)
- Multi categories type approval is allowed without size gap
- Specific vehicle ECRS covers:
  - Old Semi-Universal Type approval (on test bench)
  - Specific to vehicle approval on Sub assembly sled test
  - Specific to vehicle approval on vehicle full scale test
Compatibility Vehicle/EC RS

- Any I-Size EC RS fit on any I-Size seating position
- Specific vehicle EC RS compatible with any ISO fixtures fit the vehicle seating positions declared for this ISO fixture in vehicle handbook
R129

- Lateral facing
  - L1
  - L2

- Booster seat with backrest
  - F5

- Rearward facing
  - R3

- Forward facing
  - F2
  - F3

- i-Size
R129

- Lateral facing
  - L1
  - L2

- Booster seat with backrest
  - F5

- Rearward facing
  - R3

- Forward facing
  - F2
  - F3

Integral
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